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DICTA
ing in Colorado' will furnish bench and bar the very instru-
ment needed to develop a homogeneous, logical and practi-
cable system of pleading in this tiny mundane jurisdiction,
and thus may so right a genius as yours find full posthumous
vogue.
"SCINTILLATING OMNILUCENCE"
(Journal, American Judicature Society, April, 1936)
A few months ago it was said in this Journal that opposition to
bar integration had been driven to cover; that hostile arguments rarely
appeared in print; and that opponents had retired to the last line of
defense-personal influence with legislators. Shortly after that state-
ment was made there appeared in Dicta, the Denver Bar Association's
sprightly journal (Dec., 1935), an apparently serious argument against
integration. Like all similar arguments it was essentially a priori argu-
ment. The writer, Mr. Albert M. Vogl, told of all the evil conse-
quences which would follow compulsory organization. This line of
argument becomes increasingly difficult as the years go by without evi-
dence that any loss whatsoever has come through integration. It has
to ignore all that is pertinent evidence, the history of the state bars
which have been in existence for three years or more.
But the article was notable in introducing a new comparison and
a fresh expression. The author called inclusive organization an effort
to substitute "Boeotian mediocrity for scintillating omnilucence." Such
a phrase is one to be studied, mastered and enshrined in one's inner con-
sciousness. It affords spiritual release in a time of doubt and fear. To
pave the way to appreciation of a linguistic jewel (for "omnilucence"
does not appear in the latest American lexicon) it may be spelled thus-
omni-lucence-and so explain itself. ("Shining upon all or every.
where," New English Dictionary, Oxford.) One can learn from
Webster that Boeotia was a land in which the natives were notorious
for their stupidity.
Having mastered this expression with a proper sense of achieve-
ment, the only question that remains is whether Mr. Vogl has been
kidding his readers. In the succeeding number Dicta published an
affirmative argument, written by Mr. Bentley M. McMullin. Did the
editor of Dicta, in order to present both sides of a question which Colo-
rado lawyers are at last beginning to consider earnestly, assign the
negative to a writer who was willing to comply and do the best he
could?* Such an attitude would be more or less routine to a lawyer.
But the coinage of bright and shining new phrases is not routine-it is
inspiration.
*Oh, Mister! you don't know our Albert Vogl!
